
 
 
ACHD Healthcare District Working Group Workshop 
Tuesday, July 12, 2016 / 10:00 AM – 3:00 PM 
 
*In-person meeting* 
Fox and Goose 
Chartwell Room 
1001 R St.  
Sacramento, CA 95811 
 
PRESENT: Bill Chiat (Facilitator), Samuel ‘Mike’ McCreary (Chair), Elly Garner, Sherreta Lane, Lee 
Michelson, Ted Owens, Kyle Packham, Bobbi Palmer, Kara Ralston, Jacqueline Sun, Peggy Wheeler 
 
ABSENT: Julie Nygaard (ACHD Board Chair), Susan Burden, Ramona Faith, Cheryl Fama, Dillon Gibbons, 
Barry Jantz, John Rossfeld, Kathryn Scott, Sharon Spurgeon, Linda Wagner 
  
STAFF: David McGhee, Ken Cohen, Annie Hohn, Jean Hurst, Sheila Johnston, Amber King 
 

 
 
Welcome and Call to Order 
The meeting began at 10:15 am. 

 
Welcome  
Mr. Cohen welcomed the guests and explained the purpose and intention of the Working Group.  The 
purpose of the group is to create a cohesive strategy to respond to inquiries from the Legislature and 
the Little Hoover Commission about the role and importance of Healthcare Districts, and to determine 
how Healthcare Districts can adapt to remain relevant in providing health care to Californians.  Mr. 
Cohen stated that volunteers of the Workgroup will be an asset to responding to threats that all 
Healthcare Districts are facing in terms of survivability.   

 
Introduction Activity 
Mr. Chiat led the group in an introduction activity, where each guest described their first job and what 
they learned from that job about working with people.  Mr. Chiat reviewed the Working Group agenda, 
and outlined the goals and objectives for the meeting. 

 
“Magic Wand” Group Activity 
Mr. Chiat asked the group to form teams of two or three and speculate their top three wishes for the 
outcome of the Working Group, specifically, “What would teams like to see the Group achieve?” Teams 
were asked to share their three wishes with the entire Work Group. Responses included: 

 Be united on messaging 

 Create new legislation, specifically a new bill, for Healthcare Districts 

 Have Healthcare Districts prove their value in community and legislature 

 Change public perception of Healthcare Districts (Engage with the Community) 

 Comprehensive reform; create minimum acceptable standards for Districts 

 Institute training opportunities  

 No state government intervention 

 Have all Districts (and District Boards) acknowledge the threat they face 

 Find others to tell the District story (champions for local Districts) 



 
External and Internal Scan: Important Trends to the Work of Healthcare Districts 
Mr. Chiat asked the group to think about how to make Healthcare District legislation important to 
California legislators.  Mr. Chiat expressed the importance of remembering to look at the issues from an 
outside perspective as doing so would help find common ground between opposing parties.  One such 
way to find common ground was to relate to global issues that Healthcare Districts could engage in, 
thereby increasing the relevance and purpose of Healthcare Districts.   
 
Mr. Chiat then presented the Workgroup with another exercise.  The exercise was to identify current 
events of the world, nation and state, and then brainstorm how Healthcare Districts could help solve 
current issues.    
 
Current events identified included:   

 Opioid/prescription drug abuse 

 Chronic pain 

 General distrust of government 

 Suicide/teenage suicide  

 Mental health 

 Brain trauma/PTSD 

 Transgender/LGBT rights 

 Homelessness 

 Long-term care 

 Cost of housing  

 Growth of 60+ demographic 

 Climate change 

 Gun control 

 Prison reform 

 Nutrition/obesity/diabetes/hypertension  

 Immigration reform 

 Clean drinking water 

 Drought  

 Pay equality 

 Income gap disparity  

 Marijuana legalization  

 Reproductive rights 

 Student loan debt 

 Incorporation of companion pets 

 Caregiver burnout  

 Transportation/Crumbling infrastructure 

 Workforce challenges/competition for jobs 

 Labor/union issues 

 ACA debate 

 Overcrowded Emergency Rooms 

 Shortage of Health Professionals  

 Merging of social services with health care 

 Payer mix 

 Veterans issues 

 Racial tension 

 Presidential politics 

 Taxation structure 
 

Teams presented the ways in which Healthcare Districts are already, or could, remedy current events.  
Some examples included: 

 Behavioral Health (suicide prevention, homelessness, substance abuse, PTSD) 



 Obesity, diabetes, nutrition 

 End of Life Care 

 Long Term Care 

 Health Advocates(regionalization, networking, connectors of care) 

 Preventative Care 

 Immigrant Health (language barriers, education, prenatal care) 

 Conveners of stakeholders 
 
Assignment 
Mr. Chiat presented the Work Group with an assignment for the July 26 meeting.  The assignment was 
threefold: (1) Think about the trends presented.  What is the role of all Healthcare Districts in those 
areas? (2) What relevance do Healthcare Districts have? (3) Regarding the governance of Healthcare 
Districts, what are the standards that all Districts must meet? Come up with ideas to improve the 
Governance of Healthcare Districts.  Additionally, Bill suggested the Group think in terms of the interest 
of Legislators.   
 
Other Notes:  
Mr. Michelson suggested that the group pay attention to the top 5 headlines in the news daily and 
think of ways Healthcare Districts could address those issues.  
 
Adjournment 
The meeting adjourned at 3:00 pm. 

 


